
 

Marriage Investment System  

 
HOW IT WORKS 

The Marriage Investment System is designed for couples who are ready to make a long-lasting investment in 

their marriage. Our method combines time-tested biblical truths, research theories, practicums, and prayer. As a 

result, couples are able to yield high returns in their marriage — taking their relationship to new heights.  

  

God designed the marital union to be an enjoyable, encouraging, erotic, and ever-growing experience. So 

don’t settle for less. Our system will help you build a healthy, happy marriage and restore whatever pieces have 

been broken along the way. While focusing on Five Key Marital Assets (Communication, Conflict 

Management, Intimacy, Finances, and Family), our system delivers a personalized marriage investment plan for 

you. 

  

INVESTMENT OPTIONS 

Conservative Investment 
If your marriage is in “pretty good shape,” but you want to invest in a maintenance plan, this option is ideal. 

The Conservative Investment helps couples identify potential areas of growth and spot challenges before they 

occur. 

  

Moderate Investment 

Marriage is no “easy street.” In fact, the gravel and potholes along the way can lead to a fatal crash — if left 

unaddressed. The Moderate Investment is for couples who see themselves headed down the wrong path. With 

the overwhelming hustle and stresses of life (work, family, bills, and obligations), marriages can suffer. But, 

this investment plan gives couples the strength to rise above their challenges and save their marriage before it’s 

too late. 

  

Aggressive Investment 
When all seems lost, the Aggressive Investment plan helps couples see the light at the end of the tunnel. No 

marriage is beyond repair, but it will take work — and a lot of it! This option is designed for couples who are at 

the point of marital desperation. It digs (deep) down into the root of marital difficulties — rebuilding trust, 

healing unbearable wounds, opening channels of communication, and restoring the hope that has been lost.  
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Marriage Assessment 
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Customized Marriage Plan 
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On-line® Coaching Session 

(Two Per Month) 
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90-Day Investment 

 

 

Small Accountability Group 

Webinar trainings 
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120-Day Investment 

 

 

Daily Motivational Emails  

 

   

Free copy of our Book 

 

   

VIP Date Night Package 

Includes a gift card for dinner and a 

movie or hotel accommodations 

(one night), and roses.   

 

 

   

180-Day Investment 

 

 

Your Marriage is Worth the Investment! 

 
TheMarriageInvestors.com  


